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Statement of the Problem: The Carbon Footprint (CF) of beef cattle is used  in  developing  countries  in  order  to  evaluate  
of  reduction  the Greenhouse Gas (GHG)    emissions   originated    for   the   livestock production. The type of farming 
system, the location and the type of management practices are fundamental contributions to compare the life  cycle  of  the  
meat  productions.  The  purpose  of  this  study  is  to compare  the  results  of  CF  calculation  of  five  contrasting  production 
scenarios  in  Galicia,  in  the  north  of  Spain: Extensive  (ES), Semi- Extensive  (SME) and  Intensive System (IS), Moreover two 
with adult bovine: Adult Female Intensive (AFI) and Adult Male Extensive (AME). The CF should be seen as an opportunity 
for Galician meat sector and the   origin   for   improving   the   competitive   of   our   beef   farm.

Methodology:  The  evaluation  of  the  GHG  emissions  was  estimated throw “cradle to gate farm” by a Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) approach and the calculation of CO2e per 1 kg of live weight (LW) meat of farm located in the north of Galicia. 
The categories of feeding were: 1) not- stabled animals feed with natural grass (ES); 2) semi-stabled ones with natural grass 
supplemented conventional feed (SME), 3) stabled calves with regular feed (IS), 4) stabled cows from dairy farms (AFI) and 5) 
not-stabled adult steers (AME). 

Findings: The complexity has been in obtaining the primary data being small farms. The obtained data is part of the CF study 
most completed that has been made in the  Galician meat sector to date. 

Conclusion: The results of CF calculation of the different management show that ES (20.98 kg CO2eq/kg LW) produces more 
GHG emissions than SME one (17.78 kg CO2eq/kg LW) and much more  than  IS  (3.009  kg  CO2eq/kg  LW).  Regarding  
to  adult  bovine production, the emissions were  highest in AME (20.66 kg CO2eq/Kg LW),   followed   by   AFI   (2.187   kg   
CO2eq/Kg   LW).   The   enteric fermentation is the more ponderous contribution, with values ranged between   77%(ES)-
46%(SME)-20%   (IS)   of   the   global   result   and   it followed by the raw material consumption with a range of  19%(ES)- 
45%(SME)-25%  (IS).  The  Galician  case  presents  similar  results  that were recently proposed in literature. This study 
contributed to identify the points of Improvement of the cattle production chain and indicate mitigation priorities in Galicia.
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